Time for a better national debate
If the media wants to help us create a stronger and healthier democracy in
the U.K. they should mend the ways they handle comment and define news. Of
course they should ask tough questions, seek to clarify and examine views and
policies. What they often prefer to do is to script one sided and often
nonsensical debate between the forces of their international establishment
convention seen as true and good, and the armies of those who disagree who
then have to be wrongly fact checked, ridiculed, criticised or banned by
their thought police.
So we had the one sided Brexit debates when the wildly pessimistic economic
forecasts of Remain were accepted as truth whilst Leave was bombarded with
false rebuttals and inaccurate allegations. There is the relentless green
agenda where anyone who worries about security of supply, price, impact on
family budgets, phasing and costs of green investments and other legitimate
issues is labelled a denier.
There are the woke debates where anyone who expresses too strong a love of
country or our history is told they endorse every sin and crime of the past.
The U.K. both old and new is usually run down and blamed for the world’s ills
and given little or no credit for all the good we do as a people and through
our government.
The bad media seek not only to decide what is news but also to make it. They
employ undercover people to trip people up over the rules of behaviour. They
only invite MPs on that they do not support if they can caricature their
views or push them into consenting to a more extreme statement which then is
news. This may in their view justify demanding resignation from office. They
often argue with you over what your view is, claiming to know it better than
you do because they find your actual view does not fit their baddies versus
goodies script.

